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DS Smith invests in
new vertical tensioner
William Kenyon's new vertical
tensioner, which was launched in
2013, has now been successfully
installed on PM3 at DS Smith's
Kemsley Mill.
With its double pulley arrangement
on each cyclinder, the tensioner has
enabled the mill to meet the necessary
requirement for additional take-up.
Thanks to the compact nature of the
new design, it was a straightforward
process to install the unit into the existing
space vacated by the old equipment.
Commented Kerri Baldwin, PM3
Production Manger: “We have seen a
significant improvement in rope life
since the installation of the new
tensioner. The design works very well
and we are very pleased with the
installation."

Kemsley Mill was originally built by
Edward Lloyd in 1924 to produce
newsprint. Today, the mill has an
annual production capacity of around
800,000 tonnes and is the second
biggest recovered fibre-based paper
operation in Europe.
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Rope samples
available on
request
Please contact us if you would like
samples of our rope carrier products.
William Kenyon can supply a range
of ropes designed to meet the
rigourous demands of today's paper
and board makers. Options include
Premier, Premier with centre core,
Premier GS and Staple Nylon in various
diameters and colours.

Meet the team at Asia Paper 2014
Visitors to this year's Asia Paper exhibition will be able to find out more about
William Kenyon's carrier rope products and rope threading equipment on the Duco
International Limited stand. As Kenyon's long-standing agent in Thailand, Duco is
well placed to provide customers with plenty of advice and information.
Given the exhibition’s appeal
throughout Asia, the event is also a
great opportunity for Kenyon’s sales
team to meet up with its other agents
in the region. Previous shows have seen
representatives from China, Taiwan,
Vietnam, Australia and Korea present.
Following the success of the
company's new vertical tensioner
in Europe, Asia Paper will provide a
showcase for the product in the Asian
market. The show runs from 23-25 April
at the Queen Sirikit National Convention
Centre (QSNCC) in Bangkok, Thailand.

Data Sheets
William Kenyon has produced a series
of data sheets
on carrier
ropes, system
equipment
and splicing
tools. If you
would like
copies call the
Sales Team on: +44 (0)161 308 6030.
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Carrier Rope Drive

Drives ropes in applications where the ropes are to be independently driven in coater,
size press, wet press and reel sections.

Available in a variety of sizes from 5hp (4kw) to 100hp (75kw) in one, two and three rope
configurations.
Can be supplied with or without motor, gearbox and controls.

Large diameter drive wheel has a V groove profile and a double wrap configuration to
eliminate rope slippage.
Optional guard packages available on request.

William Kenyon carrier ropes have been designed specifically to meet the rigorous

demands of today's paper and board makers, setting the highest standards for abrasion
resistance, durability and stability in length. Available within the range is a selection of
ropes providing specialist solutions to particular problems and conditions experienced on
paper machines.
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Duco's stand at Asia Paper 2012.
Duco International Co Ltd
185/2 Sukhumvit 31, Klongton-Nua, Wattana,
Bangkok 10110, Thailand
Tel: 00 662 260 1860 wunnathein@ksc.th.com
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For further information on any items
in this newsletter please contact our
sales team on +44 (0)161 308 6030
or fax +44 (0)161 308 6046 or email
info@williamkenyon.co.uk
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